Viral sequence insertions and a novel cellular insertion in the NS2 gene of cytopathic isolates of bovine viral diarrhea virus as potential cytopathogenicity markers.
Cytopathogenicity of bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) has been shown to correlate with the presence of insertions of cellular sequences, duplication of viral sequences with or without insertions, deletions, and point mutations in the genomes of cytopathogenic (cp) strains. In the present study we have investigated cytopathogenicity markers in the genomes of six cp BVDV isolates. The viruses were selected as representatives of various forms of BVDV infection, in some cases presumably induced by vaccination with a live attenuated vaccine. The complete NS2-3 coding region of the six isolates and of the vaccine virus were amplified by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and sequenced. In the genomes of four isolates (H6379, H6712, H8427 and H-BVD MD) and of the vaccine virus, a 45-nucleotide viral insertion was found at nucleotide position 4355, encompassing nucleotides 8402-8446, that encode 15 amino acids of the NS4B/NS5A junction region in a normal BVDV genome. Isolate H3887 had a 21-nucleotide insertion of non-viral origin, also located at nucleotide position 4355. This insertion has a high homology with a gene coding for murine interferon-induced guanylate-binding protein 1, and represents the first non-viral insertion identified at this position of the NS2 coding region. Isolate H3142 carries a 42-nucleotide insertion at position 4361, identical to a part of the NS5B gene mapping to position 11078-11119. Additionally, this isolate also has a deletion of three nucleotides (positions 4448-4450). The role of the 45-nucleotide insertion in expression of NS3 was investigated using the vaccine virus. The NS2-3 gene of this virus, and that of a generated insertion-negative variant were cloned in the mammalian expression vector pCI, and expressed in bovine turbinate cells. Western blot analysis revealed that the insertion contributed to a partial cleavage of NS2-3 generating NS3, the marker protein for cytopathogenicity in BVDV. The genome rearrangements found in these isolates occurred preferentially at position 4355, suggesting that this part of the genome could represent a potential hot spot for recombination events in ncp BVDV. The molecular mechanism underlying this phenomenon, however, remains to be elucidated.